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1. Introduction. Uniform Cauchy points and points of uniform

convergence of a sequence of functions are important in certain con-

vergence questions.2 They will be applied here to obtain results on

series in pseudo-metric semigroups by topologizing P(N), the per-

mutation group of the natural numbers N, and setting up the se-

quence of partial sum functions of the series as did Agnew [l ] and

Sengupta [8].

It has long been known that P(N) is a metric space with the

Frechet metric defined by

»    1        | t(i) - t'(i) |
ip(t, t') = £-r1--^-r

ti  2< 1 + | l(i) - t'(i) |

for each / and /' in P(N), and that if {/„} is a sequence in P(N) and

t£LP(N), then lim,,^ dF(tn, t) =0 if and only if lim,,^, t„(i)=t(i) for

each igA7'. If A' is a set and d is a pseudo-metric for X let (X, 15(d))

denote the topological space consisting of the set X and topology

1s>(d) where ^3(d) has the basis [V(x, e): xE:X, e>0] where V(x, e)

= [x': d(x, x') <e]. Agnew [l] shows that P(N) with the metric dp

is not complete. Nevertheless he sketches a proof of the fact that

(P(N), 15(dp)) is a Baire space, i.e., each of its non-null open sets is

second category. Banach [2, p. 229] noted that P(A0 with the metric

ds defined by

"1      | ,(0 - t(i) I  + I s~*(i) - t~Ki) |
ub(s, t) =  >.,-i-i-i-r

.ti 2* l + | s(i) - t(i) | + | r-KO - t-'d) I

for each s and / in P(A0 is a complete metric space and if one uses

composition of functions as multiplication, (P(N), ^(de)) is a topo-
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logical group. Schieier and Ulam [7] have noted that P(N) with the

metric dF> defined by dF<(s, t) =dF(s, t)+dF(s~1, t~*) for each 5 and t

in P(N) is a complete metric space. One may easily verify that

dF(s, t)^da(s, t)^dF>(s, t) for all s and t in P(N). Also it is known

that if {sn} is a sequence in P(N) and sEP(N), then lim,,..,*, dF(sn, s)

= 0 if and only if limn<00 dF(six, s-1) =0. It follows from these remarks

and the definition of dF> that if {s„} is a sequence in P(N) and

sEP(N), then lim,,..,,, sn = s with respect to one of the metrics dF,

ds, and dF> if and only if limn^.M sn = s with respect to all of them.

Therefore all three metrics induce the same topology on P(N), i.e.,

^(df) =T3(aI£) =15(dp'). Since P(N) with the metric dB is a complete

metric space it follows that (P(N), 15(Jb)) is a Baire space and hence

(P(N), 15(dF)) is a Baire space since rG(dF)=e&(dB). This way of

showing that (P(N), ^(dF)) is a Baire space differs from the way

outlined by Agnew [l].

Still another metric, d&, may be defined for P(N) by setting

o*a(s, t) =0 if 5 and t are the same permutation of N and if s and t are

distinct permutations of N by setting dA(s, t) = l/n where w is the

least natural number i such that s(i)^t(i). By a remark of Agnew

[l], rl5(dF)='B(dA). Because of its simplicity and its equivalence to

dF, the metric d^ will be used in the sequel to verify statements

about (P(N), fa(dr)).
I wish to thank Professor B. J. Pettis for his helpful suggestions

regarding this paper.

2. Lemmas for the main theorem. Suppose Y is a topological space

with a uniform topology, as defined in [9], determined by the uni-

formity [Va: aEA]. Suppose further that A= [X, 3i ] is a directed

set and X is a topological space and that {/x} is a family of functions

such that for each X £A, /x is a function on X to Y. An element x of X

is a point of convergence of {/x} if {/x(x)} is a convergent net in Y. The

set of points of convergence of {/x} will be denoted by C'(f\). The

defining property in the next definition was used by Osgood [5, p.

161 ]. A point XoEX is a point of uniform convergence of [f\} if there

is yE Y such that for each aEA there is an open set Ga containing x0

and there is X„GA with/x(a;) E Va(y) for all xEGa and X 3rXa. The set

of points of uniform convergence of {f\} will be denoted by C'u(f\).

A point Xo in X is a Cauchy point of {f\\ [6] if and only if {/x(*o)}

is a Cauchy net in Y. The set of Cauchy points of {/x} will be denoted

by C(f\). A point x0 in X is a uniform Cauchy point of {/x} [6] if and

only if to each aEA there corresponds Xa£A and an open set G con-

taining x0 such that/x(a;)(EFa(/xaO*0) i°r ah X3tXa and all x in G.
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Lemma 1. The relations C'(f\)(~C(f\) and Ci,(f\)C.Cu(f\) always
hold. If C'(f\) — C(f\) and each f\ is continuous then C'U(J\) = Cu(/x).

Proof. The first statement of the theorem is evident. Because of

it the second statement will follow if one shows that Cu(/x)GC«(/x).

Assume the hypothesis of the second statement in the theorem and

suppose xo£C(/x). Let a be an element of A. Then there is fi(E.A

such that if p, q, and r are elements of Y such that p £ V?(r) and

qe Vp(r), then p(E Va(q). Since x0£C„(/x) it follows from [6, Lemma

l] that xo(E.C(f\)r\Ca(f\) where Ca(f\) is the set of points of almost

equicontinuity of {/x}. By definition Xo£C0(/x) means that for arbi-

trary fi£.A (and hence for the fi of the preceding sentence) there is

XflEA and an open set G3x0 such that /xWG^(fxW) for all
X^Xp and x£G. Since x0(EC(f\) = C'(f\) there is y0£ F such that the
net {f\(xo)} is convergent to y0. Next there is 7£.4 such that if

s, /, and u are elements of Y and s(£Vy(u) and /£F7(«), then

s£Fp(/); also by symmetry of this condition t(E.Va(s). Because

{f\(xo)} is convergent to y0 there is XT£A such that if X^Xr then

f\(xo)eVy(yo). Choose some X„£A such that Xa^Xp and Xa^XT and

suppose X£A and X^Xa. Then one has that f\(xn)£ Vy(yo) and

yoeVy(y0) so /x(x0) £ Vfi(y0) and yoeVn(f\(x0)). Now if x is an ele-

ment of G it follows that f\(x)£Vp(f\(xo)) since X^Xp. Hence,

f\(x)GV^(Mxo)) and y0eVp(Mxo)) so /x(*)£Fa(y0). It has been
shown that xo£C^(/x). The next lemma is a special case of part of

[4, Theorem 3].

Lemma 2. Suppose X is a topological space and Y is a pseudo-metric

space and {/„} is a sequence of continuous functions on X to Y. If

C(fn) is second category so is Cu(fn).

Throughout the remainder of this paper J will denote the family of

non-null, finite subsets of the natural numbers N. Also let [l, ra]

= [k£N: 1 Ssft^ra]; and for any set 5 let 0 stand for the void sub-

set of 5. The topology 15(dp) will be used for P(N) throughout the
paper.

Lemma 3. If X is an additively written semigroup with a topology and

s= {s(i)} is a sequence in X, then for each n^N the function a\n, s]

defined on P(N) to X by <x[n, s](t) = £?_i s(t(i)) for each /£P(A0 is
continuous.

Proof. Suppose /£P(A) and H is an open subset of X containing

cr[ra, s](t). If t'GP(N) and dA(t, Z')<l/ra + l, then t(i)=t'(i) for

*£[l, ra] so cr[ra, s](t')=a[n, •?](/)£#. Hence, cr[ra, 5] is continuous.
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The following well known fact about permutation is also needed.

Lemma 4. Suppose UEP(N), nEN, and Z>= \dj]%i is a finite set

of p>0 positive integers and t0([l, n])C\D=0. Then there is an n'>n

and tEP(N) such that t(i) =t0(i) for all iE [l, ra]; t(n+j) =djfor all

i£[l. p]'< and t(i) =t0(i) for i>n'.

3. The main theorem.

Theorem 1. Suppose s = \s(i)} is a sequence in a commutative semi-

group X with a topology, and suppose that \p is a real valued continuous

function on X such that:

(1) i{/(x+y) ^^(x) +\Ky) for all x and y in X.
(2) \p(y) ̂ ^(x+y) +1 ^(x) | for all x and y in X.

Let

A = r*eP(A):sup U2Zs(t(i))\.DE7\   < + «>1

and let

B= ["<GP(iV):sup U(2Zs(t(i))\.nEN\   < + ool.

Then the following conclusions are valid:

(i)  The set B is an F, subset of (P(N), ^5(dF)).
(ii) If A is non-null then A =B=P(N) and there is a real number K

such that sup |>( £,-en s(t(i))): DEJ and tEP(N) ] ̂ K.
(iii) // A is null then B is first category in (P(N), 15(dF)) and

P(N)\B is a second category everywhere dense G> subset of P(N).

(iv) 7/ B is a second category subset of (P(N), Ts>(dF)) then A =B

=P(N).

(v) The set P(N)\B is residual in (P(N), ^>(dF)) if and only if it is

non-null.

Proof. For each nEN define a function Fn on P(A) into the reals

by Fn(/)=max [^(Jli-i s(t(i)): jE[l, «]] for each tEP(N). By
Lemma 3, for each JEN the function Sj defined on P(N) to X by

Sj(t) = 2Xi s(t(i)) f°r each tEP(N) is continuous. Then ipSj is con-

tinuous on P(N) to the reals for each jEN since it is the composition

of continuous functions. Therefore since Fn(0=max [ip(Sj(t)):

jE[l, n]] for each tEP(N), Fn is continuous for each nEN. Now

for each tEP(N) the sequence {Fn(t)} is a nondecreasing sequence of

real numbers. Hence, C'(Fn), the convergence set of the nondecreas-

ing sequence of continuous functions {Fn\, is an Fa subset of P(N).
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Furthermore, it is clear that /£2? if and only if limB_w F„(t) exists

and is finite, i.e., B = C'(Fn). This proves that B is an F, subset of

P(A0 and hence that P(N)\B is a Gs subset of P(N).
It is obvious that A C.B. Suppose A is non-null. Then there is

/o£P(Ar)  and a finite real number K such that

sup [* ( £ s(t0(i))\. D £ j] =5 K.

Let / and D be arbitrary elements of P(A0 and J respectively. Since

t and to are elements of P(N) there is Do<EJ such that t(D) =t0(Do).

Therefore \f/( zZ<E.d s(t(i))) =\f/( £,£d0 s(t0(i)))HkK. This completes

the proof of (ii).

Statement (iii) will now be verified. Suppose B = C'(Fn) is a second

category subset of P(N). By Lemma 1 and the completeness of the

reals it follows that C'(Fn) = C(Fn) and C'u(Fn) = CU(F„). Since

C'(Fn) =C(Fn) is second category in P(N) and {F„} is a sequence of

continuous functions it follows by Lemma 2 that Cu(Fn) = C'u(Fn) is

also second category in P(N). Hence there exists /o£C„(P„). There-

fore e = l implies there is n0eN such that if tE.G = [/'£P(A7):

^a(/o, t')<l/n0] and ra^ra0 then F„(/) <(limn<00 PB(/0))-(-l. Because

of the definition of dA this can be rephrased as follows:

If /£P(A0 and t(i) =t0(i) for *'£ [l, ra0] then

(*) f(zZ s(t(i))) < lim P„(/o) + 1      for every j in #.

It will be shown by considering four cases that the identity of P(N)

is an element of A. Let D be an arbitrary but fixed element of J.

Let X = max (£?£, \^(s(t0(i)))\, lim^M P„(/„)+l). In case

£C/o([l,ra]),

using property (1) of \p one has

+ ( £ *(*)) ̂ £ *(*») ̂  £ I tm)) I ^ £ I *«'««)) 1 g k.
\i&D / iGD 16]) i-1

Now consider the case where /o([l, w0]) is a proper subset of D. Let

{dj]%i denote the elements of Z>\Z0([l, rao]). Then by Lemma 4 there

is /£p(A0 such that t(i)=t0(i) for »£[l, ra0] and t(n0+j)-dj tor

je [l,p]- Using property (*) it follows that
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which finishes the verification of this case. Next suppose that

to([l, na])r\D is the null set. In this case, using property (2) of xp,

it follows that

*(E *(*")) =s*(( f s(to(i))^ + E*(*o)

i  / n°        \ i

+   *(   ^ *('»«) )•

I     \ t-1 / I

Let di, d2, ■ ■ ■ , dp denote any ordering of the elements of D. By

Lemma 2 there is tEP(N) such that t(i)=t0(i) for *£[l, ra0] and

t(n0+j)=dj for jE[l, p]- For such a permutation t the equality

( TZi s(k(i))) + 2Zi<=D s(i) = 2>tP s(t(i)) holds. From this together
with proposition (*) it follows that the first term on the righthand

side of the preceding inequality is no greater than K. Using property

(1) of \p the second term is no greater than K so $( X)«gfl *(*)) = 2A

in this case. Finally suppose both

<o([l, «o]) H D and F = D\to([l, »0])

are non-null. Let £ = /0([l, n0])\D. Set y= Ee» 5(*) an(l

x = EiG-B s(i). By property (2) of \p one then has i^(y) ^(x+y)

+ |^(x)|. Note thatx+y= ^Xi s(to(i))+ X«ep ■*(*)■ Using Lemma

4 there is hEP(N) and raEN such that fi(») =i0(i) for iE [l, Mo] and

XXi ^(ii(i)) =x+y. Therefore by proposition (*), y(/(x+y)^K.

That |^(x)| ^K follows from the inequality |^(x)| = \\f/( 2~2teB*(i))\
= E"-i |^(s(*oW))| and the definition of K. Hence, in this case also

To verify statement (iv) suppose that B is second category. Then

by (iii), A is non-null so by (ii), A=B=P(N).

To verify statement (v) suppose that P(N)\B is residual in P(N).

Since P(N) is second category in itself, P(N)\B is also second cate-

gory in P(N) so it is non-null. Conversely, if P(N)\B is non-null then

B is first category in P(N), i.e., P(N)\B is residual. If B were not

first category then B would equal P(N) by (iv) which contradicts

the supposition that P(N)\B is non-null.

4. Applications. N. Bourbaki [3] has shown that conditions (iii)

and (v) in the following theorem are equivalent if X is any abelian

topological group.

Theorem 2. Suppose (X, +, 15(d)) is a complete commutative semi-

group with a topology T3(<f) determined by the pseudo metric d. Let

s= {s(i)} denote a sequence in X and for each nEN let a(n, s) denote
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the function on P(N) to X defined in Lemma 3. The following conditions

on s are pairwise equivalent.

(i) C (a[n, s])=[tEP(N): the sequence { XXi s(t(i)) }„°=i is con-

vergent] is second category in (P(N), 15(dF)).

(ii)  CL(a[n,s])*0.   '
(iii) There is an xEX such that to each e>0 there corresponds FtEj

such that if FEJ and FZ)Ft, then d( 2~2i&F s(i)> x) <€-
(iv)  CL(<r[n,s])=P(N).
(v) C'(a\n, s\)=P(N), i.e., the series E-i s(i) ^s unconditionally

convergent.

Proof. Since P(N) is second category, (v) obviously implies (i).

Next assume that C'(a[n, s]) is second category. Since X is com-

plete, C'(a[n, s])=C(a[n, s]) so, by Lemma 1, C„(<r[ra, s])

= C„(a[ra, s]). Since C'(<r[n, s]) is second category in P(N) it follows

using Lemma 2 that Q(<r\n, s]) is second category in P(N) which

proves that (i) implies (ii) since any second category set is non-null.

Suppose that Ci(a[n, s])^0. Therefore there is t0EP(N) with

these properties:

(*) There exists xEX such that to each e>0 there corresponds

ntEN such that if tEP(N) and t(i)=to(i) for iE[l, ra,], then

d( 2Xi s(t(i)), x)<e for all »<;»,.
To show that property (*) implies (iii) let e>0 be given. Let ra, be

the natural number whose existence is assured by (*) and let

Ft= [h(i): iE[l, ra,]]. Suppose FEJ and FZ)Ft. Let nt-\-p denote
the number of elements in F. By Lemma 4 there is tEP(N) such that

t(i) =t0(i) for iE [l, «,] and t([l, nt+p])=F. Using (*) it follows that

d(2~2i£;F s(i), x)=d(2~2"'-+iP s(t(i)), x)<e. This proves that (ii) im-
plies (iii).

Next suppose that (iii) holds, that t0EP(N), and that e>0. Let

Ft denote an element of J satisfying statement (iii). Choose ra, large

enough so that /0([l, nt])DFt. If tEP(N) and t(i) =t«(i) for iE [l, ««]

and raS^w,, then t([l, n])Z)Ft so d(2~2t-i s(t(i)), x)<e. This proves

that toECu(<r[n, s]) and hence that (iii) implies (iv).

Obviously (iv) implies (v). This completes the proof of Theorem 2.

Theorem 3. Suppose (X, +, 15(d)) is a commutative semigroup with

a zero 6 and a topology 15(d) determined by a pseudo metric d such that

d(x, y) =d(z-\-x, z+y) for allx, y, and zin X. If s= \s(i)} is a sequence

in X such that [tEP(N): sup {d( XX, s(t(i)), d): nEN} < »] is a
second category subset of (P(N), 15(dF)), then there is a real number K

such that sup [d( E<efl s(t(i)), 6):DEJ, tEP(N)]^K.

Proof. Define a function uV on X into the reals by ^(x) =d(x, 0) for
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each x£X. All hypotheses of Theorem 1 are satisfied as can easily be

verified, and hence from (iv) and (ii) of that theorem the conclusion

follows.

Corollary 3.1. If X is a weakly complete Banach space and

zZt-i x(i) is a series whose terms are elements of X, then zZ"-i *(*) *5

unconditionally convergent if and only if

Bs ["/£/>(#): sup ||| £*(*(*))   :ra£iv| < ool

is second category in (P(N), 13(aV)).

Proof. If zZt~\ x(i) *s unconditionally convergent, then for each

/£P(Ar) the sequence { £?_i x(t(i))}Z_! is a Cauchy sequence so it

is bounded in X. Hence B—P(N) which is second category. Con-

versely suppose B is second category in P(N). Using the usual metric

d(x, y) =||a;—y|| for each x and y in X it is immediate from the con-

clusion of Theorem 3, taking / to be the identity permutation, that

sup [|| zZ<Gf XW||: ^"£7] < °° and it is well known that this condi-
tion implies that £<" i x(i) converges unconditionally since X is a

weakly complete Banach space.

Agnew [l ] noted that if zZi-i z(i) is a convergent series of complex

numbers for which £(li ||z(*)|| = + °° then the set of /£P(Ar) for

which £«°liZ (t(i)) has bounded partial sums is a set of the first cate-

gory. The following result which includes his is obtained by a differ-

ent proof.

Corollary 3.2. If s = {s(i)} is a sequence in a Banach space X with

finite dimension and £°li ||s(i)|| = + <*> then

£=■ ["/£PW:sup ll £*(*(*))    :ra£iv|  = + «1

is a residual everywhere dense Gi subset of (P(N), T5(dp)).

Proof. Let i/'(*) = ||*||. By (i) of Theorem 1, E is a G« subset of

P(N). Suppose E is not residual, i.e., suppose P(N)\E is second

category. Then using Theorem 3 there exists a finite number K such

thatsup [|| £t'Gi?.s(i)||: F^J]^K. Itiswell known that, for a Banach

space with finite dimension, the above boundedness condition

implies that the series £jli s(i) converges unconditionally. This

however is a contradiction because unconditional convergence implies

absolute convergence when X has finite dimension. Therefore E is

residual and hence since it is a residual Gt subset of a Baire space it is

everywhere dense.
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If 5= {s(i)} is a sequence of real numbers let E+m(s) = [/£P(A7):

lim sup„   £?_i s(t(i)) = + oo ] and let

E-a(s) = \t £ P(N): lim inf  £s(/(i)) = - col.

Agnew [l] and Sengupta [8] have proved the following theorem:

Theorem 4. 7/ 5= {s(i)\ is a sequence of real numbers such that

lim £?_i s(i) exists and £°li 15(*) I = + °°, then E+K(s)r\E-K(s) is a

residual everywhere dense Gt subset of (P(N), 15(dp)).

The hypothesis of Theorem 4 is sufficient but not necessary for its

conclusion. For example it follows from Theorem 6 that if 5 is defined

at each i£A7" by s(i) = 1*~1, then the conclusion of Theorem 4 holds

for s. However, £"1 s(i) is not a convergent series. Part (iii) of

Theorem 5 gives one necessary and sufficient condition for the con-

clusion of Theorem 4 and Theorem 6 gives another.

Theorem 5. The following statements are valid for any sequence

s = {s(i)} of real numbers.

(i) The set E+X(s) is a residual everywhere dense G> subset of (P(N),

15(dp)) if and only if E+a(s) is non-null.

(ii) The set E-K(s) is a residual everywhere dense Gs subset of P(N) if

and only if E-X(s) is non-null.

(iii) The set E+„(s)r\E-a(s) is a residual everywhere dense Gt subset

of P(N) if and only if E+m(s) is non-null and E-„(s) is non-null.

Proof. Let ip denote the identity map of the additive group of the

real numbers with its usual topology. Note that $ satisfies the

hypothesis of Theorem 1. Using B as defined in that theorem it is

clear that B=[t^P(N): lim sup„ zZZ-i s(t(i))<°°] so E+„(s)
= P(N)\B. By (i) of Theorem 1, E+M(s) is a Gt subset of P(N) and by

(v) of Theorem 1, E+O0(s) is residual in P(N) if and only if it is non-

null. Since E+X(s) is a Gt subset of the Baire space P(N) it is every-

where dense in P(N) when and only when it is residual in P(AT). This

proves statement (i). Statement (ii) follows from (i) and the fact that

E-m(s) =E+x(—s) where — j is defined at each i£Af by —s(i). Since

P(AQ is second category in itself, if E+x,(s)(~\E-x(s) is residual in

P(A0 then it is non-null so E+00(s) and E-X(s) are non-null. Con-

versely if E+m(s) and E-„(s) are non-null then by (i) and (ii) each

is a residual Gt subset of P(N) and therefore so is their intersection.

Hence their intersection is everywhere dense since P(A0 is a Baire

space.

For the sake of brevity the following fairly evident lemma is stated

without proof.
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Lemma 5. Suppose s = {s(i)] is a sequence of real numbers. Then,

E+X>(s) is non-null if and only if TXi s(t0(i)) = + °° where {s(t0(i))}

is the subsequence of non-negative terms of s. Also, E-X(s) is non-null if

and only if XX i s(h(i)) = — °° where {s(ti(i))} is the subsequence of

negative terms of s.

Theorem 6. If s= {s(i)} is a sequence of real numbers, then E+X(s)

f~\E-K(s) is a residual everywhere dense G( subset of (P(N), 15(dF)) if

and only if JXi s(/o(»)) = + 00 and XX i s(h(i)) = — co where
{s(to(i))} and \s(ti(i))} are the subsequences of non-negative and nega-

tive terms of s respectively.

Proof. The conclusion follows immediately from (iii) of Theorem

5 together with Lemma 5.

If s= {s(i)\ is a sequence of real numbers such that lim„ ..„, TXi s(i)

exists and JXi li(*)| = + °° tnen '* follows, using the notation of

Theorem 6, that XX1 s(t0(i)) = + °° and XX i s('iW) = — °° • Hence,
the Agnew-Sengupta theorem, Theorem 4, is a corollary of Theorem

6.
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